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The Pneumaton, like all the books of Avatar Adi Da Samraj, is an unparalleled gift-written, as He has said,
for the sake of "all who would find heart-breaking Freedom". Although The Pneumaton deals with a defined
set of topics, the ultimate purpose of the book is not to offer information or argumentation but to draw the
reader beyond the usual human ways of thinking and being into what Avatar Adi Da calls "the Reality-
Truth".
-- From the introduction by Jonathan Condit, Ph.D.

What did Jesus really teach? What is the esoteric meaning of "the Holy Spirit", "the Kingdom of God" and
"the Morning Star"? What about "sin", "soul", "Satan", and "God as Father"?

How do the spiritual transmissions of Jesus and Saint Seraphim in the West compare to the spiritual
transmissions of Sri Ramakrishna, Swami Muktananda, and Bhagavan Nityananda in the East?

How do exoteric religion, traditional mysticism (East and West), and Avatar Adi Da's seventh-stage
revelation relate to each other?

If you want answers to these questions, or many others about the real meaning and purpose of religion and of
spirituality, The Pneumaton is the book for you! In this over 1300-page masterpiece, Adi Da Samraj
examines the devotional and spiritual traditions of humankind in a way only an adept-realizer can.

In this generously illustrated book, which includes writings that span from throughout all the years of Adi
Da's teaching-work, he considers and makes clear:

•The essence of all true spirituality

•The difference between true and false religion

• The spiritual secrets that have been hidden from humankind

•The gift of real ecstasy given by the spiritual master

•How to participate in Adi Da's unique spiritual transmission in each moment, without seeking

•The main body of this "Spirit-Breath" book has seventeen parts; the following can only hint at the treasures
waiting for you within this astounding work:

Part 3 contains parts of Avatar Adi Da's unique life-story, particularly his thorough process of investigating
and transcending the traditional realms of mysticism (especially Christian and Hindu) and his most perfect
re-awakening as the "Bright".

In Part 5, Adi Da distinguishes between exoteric and esoteric in ten chapters on Christianity. Here are just
three sample chapter titles:

--The "Official" (Exoteric) Fabrications and The Secret (Esoteric) Truth About Jesus of Galilee



--Beyond The Scapegoat-Christ (The Original Way of Jesus of Galilee)

--The Universal Non-Religious Message of Jesus of Galilee

Adi Da's free-rendering of the New Testament gospels, The Spiritual Gospel of Saint Jesus of Galilee, is Part
6 of The Pneumaton.

In Part 7 you will find an exclusive new translation of Saint Seraphim's conversation with N. A. Motovilov.
There are also chapters on spiritual masters from the Hindu tradition, including Sri Ramakrishna, Swami
Vivekananda, Swami Muktananda, and Bhagavan Nityananda.

Two absolutely mind-blowing and beautifully illustrated testimonials to the power of Adi Da's unique
spiritual transmission comprise Part 15. These testimonials are given by renunciate devotees who confess
their reception of Adi Da's love-blissful state and eternal embrace, without holding back.
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From reader reviews:

Alfred Cox:

The book The Pneumaton gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make
your capable considerably more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting anxiety or
having big problem with your subject. If you can make studying a book The Pneumaton for being your habit,
you can get a lot more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about some or all
subjects. It is possible to know everything if you like start and read a e-book The Pneumaton. Kinds of book
are several. It means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this
reserve?

John Malcolm:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be revise about what going on or information even
knowledge to make these keep up with the era that is certainly always change and progress. Some of you
maybe will certainly update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but the
problems coming to you is you don't know which one you should start with. This The Pneumaton is our
recommendation so you keep up with the world. Why, because this book serves what you want and wish in
this era.

Sam Richey:

Beside this The Pneumaton in your phone, it may give you a way to get more close to the new knowledge or
information. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh through the oven so don't
become worry if you feel like an previous people live in narrow small town. It is good thing to have The
Pneumaton because this book offers for you readable information. Do you occasionally have book but you
don't get what it's facts concerning. Oh come on, that will not end up to happen if you have this in your hand.
The Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, similar to treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still
want to miss this? Find this book along with read it from now!

Sandra McLean:

Do you like reading a guide? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book has been rare? Why so
many query for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading. Some people
likes reading, not only science book but also novel and The Pneumaton as well as others sources were given
know-how for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel wish to read more and more. Science
book was created for teacher or even students especially. Those publications are helping them to bring their
knowledge. In other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes The Pneumaton to make your spare
time far more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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